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Description
Create your own beautiful floral jewellery with small beads, needle and thread. Each major project has fully illustrated step-by-step 
instructions with lots of diagrams to guide you through the making process, and is followed by further instructions to create even more 
pieces inspired by, and related to, the major project. There are beautiful projects for beginners like the Eloise necklace and bracelet, and 
the Carmen necklace and bracelet, through to more advanced projects like the cascading delight of the Sinensis necklace and the 
structured beauty of the Kyoto necklace and Akiko brooch. To complete the collection there is even a very cute Bee Hive beaded box 
with a hinged lid.

Key Selling Points
- Beautiful projects that will appeal to both beginners and advanced beaders

- Fully illustrated step-by-step instructions

- Materials and basic terms are clearly explained with tips throughout

About The Author
Julie Ashford is the owner and creative driving force behind the Spellbound Bead Co. Julie has been creating beaded designs, teaching 
and producing bead kits for many years - the company was founded 32 years ago and as well as specialising in retailing a huge range of 
beads and related products, Spellbound is best known for its fantastic range of in house designed kits and best selling beading books. She 
is the author of Spellbinding Beaded Jewellery, Spellbound Festive Beading; Spellbound Festive Beading Two; Spellbound Beaded Tassels
and Starting to Make Bead Jewellery.
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